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AI/machine learning applications in healthcare

• Image analysis – now well established as matching/exceeding/supplementing human 
radiologists

• Operations optimisation – significant use cases of practical value, mainly in the acute sector 

• Clinical decision-making – potential to leverage multi=parametric, through-time     AI-based 
analysis to improve quality, consistency and personalisation: of care

- Cancer 

- Other sub-segmentable major diseases (auto-immune etc)

- Multiple morbidities (eg cardiometabolic conditions)



AI for clinical decision-making: issues to confront
● Schizophrenic attitudes to patient level data utilisation

● Continuing fragmentation of data sources

● Complex and slow information governance processes

● Explainability challenges vis a vis clinicians and patients

● UK/NHS a good ‘living lab’ but a poor source of financial sustainability 
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The prize(s) - business Cases for AI in clinical decision-making

Clinical

• Prioritise patients for earlier/more 
aggressive treatment

• Manage co-morbidities more effectively

• Reduce ‘noise’ in clinical judgments

• Increase alignment with guidelines

• Improve personalization of care

Economic

● Target costliest therapies to patients of 
greatest need

● Reduce ’time to decision’ (and therefore 
burnout risk) for clinicians

● Support new multi-skill treatment 
processes

● Reduce costly secondary care episodes



The Metadvice AI solution

• Analyses the patient population to highlight those with negative trends

• Incorporates standard guidelines and ‘precision medicine’ = ie patient-specific factors, especially 
comorbidities

• Uses AI to analyse patient jorney and highlight best course of action for complex 
‘cardiometabolic’ cases

• Presents conclusions in real time during consultations, but leaves clinicians in the driving seat

• Fits the evolving model of primary care, equipping nurses, pharmacists and health workers 
alongside doctors

• Optimises clinical time and improves outcomes

• Developed with the NHS but suitable for global markets facing similar challenges



What we have built so far
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Journey with Comorbidities
Status / Do Next Recommendations1. Cardiometabolic decision tool 

V1.o

Explainable AI

Easy-to-use modern AI-driven 
interface 

That 
a) highlights areas of 
immediate need

b) provides actionable 
recommendations

c) gives confidence and 
explains AI with evidence

Designed and tested by 
clinicians Launching in GP practices in the UK in Q4 2021
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2. Algorithms to analyse data across 10 diseases

Trained by data from world-class institutions

a) multimorbidity analysis
b) therapeutic trajectory mapping
c) early, precise diagnosis 
d) prediction of complications and therapy response

Integration into the CDS platform and for pharma-facing projects for 
early revenue

What we have built so far



•AI & The Real World



Watch the Hype Cycle and future destinations….2020

1. https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/5-trends-drive-the-gartner-hype-cycle-for-emerging-technologies-2020/; accessed 02/08/21 13

2020 list highlights five unique trends:
• Composite architectures
• Algorithmic trust
• Beyond silicon
• Formative artificial intelligence (AI)
• Digital me



Clearly Some Trends Have Been Accelerated by COVID-19
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1. https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/07/30/1030329/machine-learning-ai-failed-covid-hospital-diagnosis-pandemic//; accessed 02/08/21
2. https://www.turing.ac.uk/sites/default/files/2021-06/data-science-and-ai-in-the-age-of-covid_full-report_2.pdf; accessed 02/08/21
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Hype and AI during the COVID-19 Pandemic

Four key aspects of AI during COVID-19:
• Remarkable & diverse contribution
• Better data would enable a better response
• Inequality & exclusion
• Public domain communications
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AI: A virtuous circle…..

Data

Training

External 
Validation

Real World 
Impact 
(audit)

Continued/ 
Transparent 

Development

We needs lots, lots & lots

Be critical, avoid cardinal 
mistakes

Performance, not methods 
validation alone

Does it work? How well, any 
risk of harm?

Clinical AI needs to be seen 
to have a product lifecycle

Trust
Cognitive 
Assistance


